The reduction and oxidation (redox) of transition metals allow storing charge/energy in Li-ion batteries and electrochemical capacitors and play an important role in catalysis of electrochemical reactions, such as oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in fuel cells and metal-air batteries and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in electrolytic cells. In this review, we present and discuss a universal origin of inductive effect associated with metal substitution in Ni, Co, Fe, Mn-based complexes, (hydr-)oxides, and lithium intercalation compounds by alignment of the electron levels of metal complex redox with partially filled metal d-state and oxygen p-state of oxides on the absolute energy scale. Increased redox potentials of metal complexes and oxides are shown to correlate with the increased electronegativity of the substituting metal, which results in the enhancement of the ORR/OER activity. Such observations provide new insights into potential strategies to optimize ORR/OER catalytic activity by tuning the redox properties of metal sites.
Introduction
Earth-abundant transition metal oxides are used extensively for storing charge in energy storage devices including Li-ion 1 or Na-ion batteries 2, 3 and electrochemical capacitors, 4, 5 as well as for catalyzing key reactions involved in the chemical transformation of sustainable chemicals and fuels such as oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 6, 7 and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) 6, 8, 9 in fuel cells, 10 electrolytic cells, 11 metal-air batteries, 12 and devices for solar fuels. 13, 14 In all of these applications, the reduction/oxidation (redox) of transition metal ions plays a critical role. For example, in Li-ion or Na-ion batteries, the charge/discharge (i.e., Li + /Na + de-intercalation/intercalation) process is accompanied by the redox of transition metal ions in bulk. 1, 3 On the other hand, in fuel cells or electrolytic cells, catalysis of ORR/OER involves the redox of transition metal oxides on or near the surface. 6, 15 Understanding the redox processes in metal oxides could provide a powerful tool for controlling the potentials at which charge/energy can be stored in batteries as well as their capacities, and for enhancing the efficiency of the energy conversion devices by improving the activity of OER/ORR catalysts. One effective way to adjust the redox process in transition metal oxides is through the substitution of metal ions, which is also a common strategy used to tune Li + /Na + intercalation voltages [16] [17] [18] and to increase the OER/ORR catalytic activity. 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] However, a universal and fundamental understanding of the foreign metal substitution effect to the redox process across these different applications is still missing.
Context & Scale
This review aims to bridge the fields of inorganic molecular chemistry, electrocatalysis, lithium-ion batteries, and chemical physics of oxides by introducing a unifying concept linking the electronic structures and electrochemical properties of transition metal oxides and complexes. In this work, by reviewing broad literature on the redox behavior of a number of Ni, Co, Fe, and Mn (hydr-)oxides, Liintercalation compounds, and organometallic complexes, we demonstrate the effect of the foreign metal substitution on their redox potentials and rationalize the trends by aligning the redox couples of metal complexes with the metal d and oxygen p bands of metal oxides on the absolute electron energy scale. The higher Lewis acidity of the metal substituent compared with parent metal leads to the anodic shift of the redox transition potential due to the inductive effect, which is also shown to correlate with oxygen reduction and evolution activity. This study opens up a new perspective for the design of transition metal compounds with tunable redox properties in order to control the thermodynamics and kinetics of the key
In this review, we bridge the studies of redox processes associated with metal substitutions in the fields of inorganic molecular chemistry and Li-ion battery materials, which are reasonably understood, with those in electrocatalysis via the chemical physics of metal complexes and oxides by introducing a unifying concept of electronic levels on the absolute energy scale. Redox processes in transition metal oxides can be probed by electrochemical measurements, synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), 26, 27 Raman spectroscopy, 28, 29 electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), 30 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 31, 32 and density functional theory (DFT) studies. [33] [34] [35] Among these techniques, electrochemical methods such as cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic measurements are simple but informative in situ methods providing the thermodynamic and kinetic information about redox processes in transition metal complexes and oxides.
In this work, we show that measuring the redox potential of metal complexes and oxides can be a powerful approach to reveal the inductive effect associated with metal substitution, and to guide the design of metal complexes and oxides for electrochemical energy storage and conversion applications. In the next section (Inductive Effect in Metal Complex and Metal Oxides), we discuss that the inductive effect associated with metal substitution can be used as a universal concept to rationalize and predict the redox potential changes reported in metal complexes, 36, 37 metal (hydr-)oxides, 19, 38 and lithium intercalation oxides [39] [40] [41] by altering the energy levels associated with filled antibonding states of metal-oxygen bonds. The third section (Inductive Tuning of Redox Potentials) demonstrates that substitution with metal ions possessing higher electronegativity in transition metal complexes and oxides correlates with increased thermodynamic redox potentials, which is accompanied by more electron density drawn away from parent metal and the formation of less covalent bonds between parent metal and ligand. In the section titled Implications of Redox Potential Tuning for ORR and OER Kinetics, we show and discuss examples that positive shift of redox potentials in transition metal complexes and oxides caused by the inductive effect can lead to enhanced ORR/OER activity, which can be attributed to reduced adsorption strength of oxygenated species (since they are mostly on the ascending portion of OER/ORR volcano, where weaker surface adsorption leads to higher activity 42 ). Such tuning of redox potential and ORR/OER activity by the inductive effect not only provides new insights into reaction mechanisms on metal oxides, but also represents a conceptually new strategy for materials engineering and opens new avenues for experimental and computational studies devoted to the development of new materials.
Inductive Effect in Metal Complex and Metal Oxides
The inductive effect is defined by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) as ''transmission of charge through a chain of atoms by electrostatic induction,'' 43 and was introduced into the field of organic chemistry in the 1960s to explain the polarization of molecules upon introduction of substituents into hydrocarbon chain. 44, 45 The inductive effect is also used by Goodenough 48 Overall, by affecting the electronic structure, the inductive effect has a direct influence on redox potential of transition metal ions. However, since it can also be affected by other substitutionrelated factors, such as changes in the morphology and crystal structure, 50 oxidation state of the parent metal, 26 active site, 20 and reaction mechanisms, 15, 51 in this review we focus on the previous studies, where the contribution of the effects other than the inductive effect is negligible. Metal substitution in transition metal complexes and oxides can result in the redistribution of an electronic density between metal and ligand. 56 The hybridization of the metal (M) d orbitals and ligand such as O 2p orbitals occur due to the spatial overlap and energetic similarity of the electronic states, which result in s-bonding states, with largely oxygen character, and s*-antibonding states with largely metal character, 68 as shown in Figure 2B On the other hand, metal substituents with lower affinity to electron density can donate electrons to parent metal and increase the filling of antibonding states, which would increase the electron energy for redox of parent metal ions and shift the electrode potential negatively.
In this section, we have demonstrated that metal substituents (X n+ ) with higher affinity to electrons (i.e., with higher electronegativity or stronger Lewis acids) than the parent metal (M m+ ) can lower the energy of the antibonding states, thus increasing the voltage of the redox transitions. In the following sections, we apply the inductive effect concept established for redox processes in metal complexes and lithium metal oxides to the redox potential changes in Ni, Co, and Fe-based (hydr-)oxides, and complexes used for catalyzing ORR/OER. Implications of redox potential tuning through the inductive effect on the ORR/OER activity are discussed. 86 The role of metal substitution on the shift of the redox process centered at $1.4 V RHE 70 and the OER kinetics is further confirmed by recent comprehensive studies from Boettcher et al. 19 For example, the redox peak center was found to shift positively with metal substitution in an increasing order from La 3+ , Ce 3+ , Ti 4+ , and Fe 3+ , as shown in the CV data in Figure 3C . Although it has been proposed that metal substitution-induced shifts in the redox potential centered at $1.4 V RHE may arise from an electronic structure change, 70 details
are not known to date.
Here we employ the inductive effect concept illustrated in Figure 2B to explain the shift in the redox potential previously observed for metal-substituted Ni(OH) 2 . 19, 70 We found that the redox weighted center position extracted from Figure 3C , representing the formal potential, shifted positively with greater electron withdrawing strength of substituting ions (X n+ ) manifested in increased electronegativity of X n+88 ( Figure 3E-1 ). Greater electronegativity of substituting metal ions can lower Ni 3+/4+ -O bond covalency ( Figure 2B ), which would lead to lowering of the electron energy for the top of the valence band and increase the potential for the protoncoupled electron transfer relative to RHE scale. Moreover, the redox peak center shifts positively with decreasing pK a (increased Lewis acidity) of corresponding Figure 3E -2, which is similar to the trends discussed previously for the redox of metal complexes ( Figure 1D ). The oxidation states of substituting metal ions (La 3+ , Ce 3+ , Fe 3+ , Ti 4+ ) used in Figure 3E were chosen based on the oxidation states of precursors used for the synthesis of metal-substituted nickel hydroxide (due to uncertainty about the oxidation state of Mn in a film, this data point was excluded from analysis). (1) were taken from previous work. 87 The electronegativity values were taken from previous work.
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Similar correlations were observed for XNiO 3Àd perovskites ( Figure 3D ) known to be highly active for OER. 89 A redox process centered at $1. systems, due to the larger distance between Fermi level and O p band, the surfaces of these oxides in the electrolyte remain crystalline and have low oxygen vacancy, without transformation to layered oxyhydroxides up to OER potentials, and therefore with no detectable redox peaks observed from CV. Remarkably, the redox peak potential was found to shift positively with increasing electronegativity of X n+ ( Figure 3F-1 Figure 3F -2) and X ionic size ( Figure 3F-3 ) in the order La < Sm < Pr < Gd < Eu. This trend can be rationalized by the inductive effect with different A-site ions in the perovskite structure, which is supported by slightly reduced oxygen K-edge XAS pre-peak width (ligand hole) from La, Pr, Sm, Eu, to Gd. 96, 97 Notably, the positive redox potential shift with decreased X n+ ionic size ( Figure 3F-3 ) most probably originates from the correlations between size and electronegativity in a row of lanthanides: elements with smaller ionic size typically possess higher electronegativity. 88 
Co-Based Oxides
Here we further compare the redox processes observed for Ni-based oxides with those of Co-based oxides. In contrast to Ni-based oxides shown in Figure 3 , having one set of redox peak at $1.4 V RHE , Co-based oxides and phosphates can exhibit two sets of redox peaks in the voltage range between 1 and 1.6 V RHE , as shown in Figure 4A . Figure 4A ).
Lack of structures capable of hydroxide-mediated deprotonation/protonation at 1.4 V RHE might be responsible for the difference, which requires further studies.
Although systematic metal substitution was found for CoOOH, 38 data available did not allow the extraction of formal potentials as shown for Ni(OH) 2 in Figure 3 . Nevertheless, we found that reversible voltages of lithium de-intercalation/intercalation in 
Fe-Based Oxides
Although no systematic studies on the effect of metal substitution were found in the literature for Fe(OH) 2 Figure 4B ($1.1 V RHE-pH14 or $4.0 V Li/Li+ ). Substituting Fe with ions with higher electronegativity (Figure 5B-1 They have also pointed out that the inductive effect is also violated by substituting Mg 2+ , which might be attributed to single-phase reaction behavior in contrast to the two-phase reaction behavior in other substituted systems. 50, 51 From the above discussion, it follows that the electrochemical measurement of metal redox potentials is an effective way to reveal and quantify the influence of the inductive effect on electronic structures of metal centers in metal-substituted Ni-, Co-, and Fe-based (hydr-)oxides. In the following section, we show that the redox potential shifts that originated from the inductive effect can also be used to predict and tune the ORR and OER kinetics on the corresponding metal-substituted (hydr-)oxides.
Implications of Redox Potential Tuning for ORR and OER Kinetics
Here we discuss that tuning the potential of redox events adjacent to ORR/OER can be used to enhance ORR/OER activity of catalysts. Conventional ORR and OER mechanism on oxides from previous experimental and computational studies involves four consecutive proton-coupled electron transfer steps occurring on single metal sites 27, [106] [107] [108] or adjacent metal sites. 34, 100 In the case of ORR/OER in basic solution, molecular oxygen or OH À from the electrolyte and electron interact with surface metal sites to create four different oxygenated adsorbates such as O 2 , OOH, O, and OH, where surface M sites can be oxidized or reduced (formal oxidation state of the metal switches between n+ and n+1), as shown in Figure 7A for ORR and in Figure 8A for OER. Figure S4 . The raw data used for the analysis are shown in Figure S5 . The concentration of substituent is indicated next to each individual data point. The electronegativity values were taken from previous work, 88 Figure S4 . The raw data used for the analysis are shown in Figure S5 . For all data points, the position of the voltage plateau was estimated as an onset of the lithium de-intercalation/intercalation current. Figure 7A and step n = 1 in Figure 8A ), (110) surface. In the section titled OER Activity we will discuss the limitations of this approach caused by difficulties of the assignment of redox transition prior to a catalytic event.
ORR Activity
We seek to correlate the potential of redox transitions of metal oxides with ORR activity due to its simplicity relative to previously reported activity descriptors for ORR. Previous work has shown that the intrinsic activity of oxides can exhibit a volcano trend 27 as a function of the antibonding (''e g '') orbital filling [115] [116] [117] of surface transition metal ions, where having antibonding orbital filling of zero/two can lead to too strong/weak binding of reaction intermediates and having ''e g '' close to 1 renders optimum binding and high ORR activity. Such an argument is in agreement with computational studies of metal oxides, which show that the maximum ORR activity is to be observed when binding of oxygenated species such as O 2 , OOH, O, and OH is neither too strong nor too weak on the surface metal ions. 106 Moreover, increasing metal-oxygen covalency of metal oxides is shown to increase ORR activity for metal oxides with ''e g '' filling of $1. 27 Unfortunately these activity descriptors were estimated from previous ex situ measurements of ''e g '' filling or obtained from computed binding energies of oxygenated species on the surface.
The potentials of redox transitions in metal oxides can scale with the binding energies of oxygenated species and correlate with ORR activity. This hypothesis is supported by a recent study of ORR activity of metal-nitrogen-based catalysts involving moieties containing a metal center coordinated by four pyrrolic nitrogen atoms (MN4), as shown in Figures 6A and 6B . Increasing the experimental redox potential of M 2+ /M 3+ couple for these MN4 catalysts is shown to scale with decreasing the computed binding energy of oxygen, which leads to increasing ORR activity, as shown in Figure 6C . 118 redox on the octahedral site at $0.5 V RHE , as shown in Figure 7B . The anodic shift of Fe 2+ /Fe 3+ redox couple in a row of Mn-Fe spinels can be explained, in our opinion, analogously to the case of Li-intercalation potential changes in LiFe 1Àx Mn x PO 4 solid solutions (see discussion in Fe-Based Oxides), where structural effects were shown to dominate over inductive effect. 50 In the case of substituted Fe spinels, structural changes caused by Fe-to-Mn substitution might also affect the covalency of the Fe-O bond, thus shifting the potential in the anodic direction. Extending such a trend shown in Figure 7B to more substituents in [X Figure S12 ). Following the concept in Figures 1, 2 , and 3, the increasing ORR activity ( Figure S12 ) should scale with decreasing redox potential of Fe 2+ /Fe 3+ , which contrasts with that in Figure 7B . These data points, however, might correspond to the descending portion of the ORR volcano, where decreasing redox potential would lead to stronger binding and increased ORR activity, explaining the apparent discrepancy; however, this requires further studies. 
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OER Activity
Here we relate the OER activity of metal oxides to the potential of redox processes preceding OER, which also corresponds to the redox of surface metal ion sites,
in the conventional mechanism, as shown in Figure 8A .
The OER activity of substituted nickel hydroxides ( Figure 3E ) was shown to increase with the greater potential of the redox event (at $1.4 V RHE ) upon substitution of metals with greater electronegativity, as shown in Figure 8B . This trend is further supported by the results previously reported for Ni-Fe 83 (hydr-)oxides with different concentration of Fe substitution, where increasing OER activity is accompanied by increasing redox potentials, as shown in Figure 8C . Further support came from correlations of increasing OER activity with increasing electronegativity of metal substituent in Ni(OH) 2 and decreasing pK a from Mn 2+ to Fe 3+ ( Figure S11 ). These observations can be rationalized by the following arguments.
Increasing the redox potential of the process centered at $1. ). Altogether, this allows us to assume that high activity of Ni-Fe (hydr-)oxide systems originates from its functioning through the OER mechanism involving lattice oxygen participation.
High activity of Ni-Fe oxyhydroxide is also attributed to a change of the active site from nickel to iron 22, 122, [127] [128] [129] A recent study has demonstrated that OER activity of Ni-Fe layered double hydroxides increases with decreasing standard redox potential of anions intercalated in the interlayers. 131 This trend was attributed by authors to the enhanced electron-donating ability of the anions with low redox potentials (e.g., H 2 PO 2 À )
which increase the electron density on transition metal ions, thus stabilizing the higher oxidation state of metal. This trend can apparently be explained by the inductive effect whereby anions characterizing with weaker electron-donating ability (e.g., F À ) would lead to an increased ionicity of the M-O bond, which is confirmed by DFT calculations indicating the increase of the Bader charges on both Ni and Fe sites upon intercalation with fewer electron-donating anions. 131 Like the case of substituted Co-and Fe-based spinels discussed above (see Figure S12 ), these electronic effects lead to increased catalytic activity assuming that linear dependence between OER activity and redox potential of anions 131 might correspond to the ascending portion of the volcano trend. However, different accessibility of the active sites due to varied interlayer distance, which scales with anion size, can also influence the OER activity trend.
Similar to the case of LiFe x X 1Àx PO 4 , discussed in Fe-Based Oxides, the influence of the inductive effect on the OER activity can be overweighed by other factors. For example, for (Ln 0.5 Ba 0.5 )CoO 3Àd double perovskites, 26 it was shown that the change of the formal oxidation state of cobalt upon different Ln 3+ substitution is a primary factor defining the relative position of O p-band center and Fermi level in these materials, rather than changes of electronegativity/Lewis acidity of Ln 3+ .
Although the OER activity of metal oxides can be correlated with the potential of redox preceding OER (Figure 8 ), there is no good agreement between estimated values of DG Oad À DG OHad from the redox potential (eU RHE ) and DG Oad À DG OHad computed with generalized gradient approximation with Hubbard U applied (GGA + U) ( Figure S13 (110) . 106, 107 The discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the redox process preceding OER on metal oxide surfaces might not correspond to the transition from OH ad to O ad , where the mechanistic details should be studied further in more detail. For example, these redox transitions might not result in a complete change of all OH ad groups to O ad , and partial coverage may be stabilized at different potentials due to adsorbate interactions. Furthermore, interactions between surface-adsorbed species can lead to different stabilized adsorbed intermediates at these potentials. 136 Further investigations on the nature of the redox active site and surface termination of oxides in situ during OER is critical in providing mechanistic details between redox peak positions and binding energetics of key OER intermediates, which could potentially provide exciting opportunities to affect OER activity by tuning the potentials of relevant redox events.
In general, the redox potential position can be used as an effective descriptor for the ORR/OER activity of metal-substituted (hydr-)oxides catalysts, which reflects the influence of the inductive effect of foreign metals on the electronic structure and, thus, to the surface oxygen adsorption strength. Shifting the redox potential positively can often lead to higher catalytic activity that can be used to guide the metal substitution to improve the (hydr-)oxide catalyst performance.
Conclusions
In this review, we have examined the influence of the inductive effect associated with metal substitutions on the redox process of transition metals in metal complexes, lithium transition metal oxides, and Ni, Co, Fe-based hydr-(oxides) used for ORR/OER electrocatalysis. We introduce a universal origin for the inductive effect associated with metal substitutions in these systems. Substitution by metal ions (X  n+ ) with greater electronegativity and lower pK a of [X(H 2 O) m ] n+ is shown to positively shift the formal redox potential of parent metal in transition metal complexes and (hydr-)oxides. Such observations can be rationalized by inductive effect: substitution with elements of higher electronegativity compared with parent metal would lead to lowering of the electron energy associated with the antibonding states of metalligand (e.g., oxygen), which is accompanied with the shift of the electron density from parent metal to ligand. Moreover, tuning the redox potential of metal complexes and metal (hydr-)oxides can lead to greater ORR/OER activity, which can be attributed to optimized binding of the reaction intermediates on the surface in rate-limiting steps. Such findings demonstrate exciting opportunities to enhance the activity of catalysts by controlling redox processes adjacent to reactions of interest.
Methodology and Measurements
The CV curves of nickel perovskite oxides in Figure 3D were measured using a rotating-disk electrode setup in O 2 -saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte with the scan rate of 10 mV/s. The voltage loss from ohmic resistance in these measurements have been corrected using E À iR, where E is the measured voltage, i is the measured current, and R is the ohmic resistance measured by impedance. The weighted centers of oxidation and reduction processes in Figures 3E and 3F were determined by applying the function V weighted = !VdQ/!dQ on the oxidation and reduction peaks, respectively, after the linear double-layer-capacitance background correction, where Q is the corresponding charge transfer at the voltage V in the redox process. The average value of the oxidation and reduction weighted centers was then used as the redox-weighted center on the plots (see Figures S1-S3 Figures S6-S8 and S10). The first discharge curve of Li-ion battery materials from previous work [39] [40] [41] 104 was smoothened with moving average filter and the first derivative of the capacity with regard to voltage (dQ/dV) was taken, where the peak of dQ/dV was extracted as the Li-intercalation potential; this process is schematically shown in Figure S4 , while all the raw data used to generate Figure 5 are shown in Figure S5 . For metal-substituted LiCoO 2 , since the charge profile in the first cycle was also available, the average value of Li-intercalation/de-intercalation voltage was taken as the intercalation voltage. The values of crystal radii of ions (designated as ionic radii throughout the paper) in Figure 3 were taken from Shannon. 
